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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Biznet GIO Nusantara Introduces GIO Box Enterprise 

 
Jakarta, 20 September 2016 – After officially announced GIO Box and a line of new Cloud services in May 2016, PT. 
Biznet Gio Nusantara (Biznet GIO), a joint venture between Biznet and Internet Initiative Japan Inc. (IIJ), is now 
announcing the new GIO Box Enterprise, a file sharing Cloud service for online collaboration and storage for 
commercial use that provides an optimal secure environment to store, sync and share sensitive and important files. 
 
GIO Box Enterprise was created to become the solution for many organizations to store and manage their data, with 
user-friendly interface, maximum data security, and also various data management features. As the perfect solution 
for organizations that require the best online storage to store their sensitive and important data, GIO Box Enterprise 
offers features that provide organizations with reliable and secure data storage service, than include: 
 

- High Reliability 
GIO Box Enterprise is built on GIO Cloud, which provides reliability with top-of-the-line hardware, software, 
and system redundancy. 
 

- Faster Connections 
GIO Box Enterprise infrastructure is hosted in Indonesia, so connections will be much faster and stable 
compared to overseas services. 
 

- Highly Secure Network 
Security is our top priority. GIO Box Enterprise encrypts users’ files in transit with secured https connections 

 
- Integrated with Existing IT Infrastructure 

GIO Box Enterprise’s open architecture is extensible via a simple but powerful API for applications and 
plugins. It supports custom integrations, allowing users to integrate it with their existing workflows and tools. 
 

- Simple, Yet Complete Control 
With GIO Box Enterprise, users can access their data through a web interface, sync slients or WebDAV while 
providing a platform to view, sync and share across devices easily. 

 
Designed to provide the best IT support for enterprise, GIO Box Enterprise offers various advantages to ensure 
sensitive and important data are managed securely. GIO Box Enterprise also offers features that include dedicated 
service, desktop application, mobile application, secured connection, and file encryption. Moreover, GIO Box 
Enterprise offers collaboration feature that includes group-sharing feature, comment to files, as well as activity and 
notification feature. Plus, it also offers virus scan, related to active directory and administration page. 
 
“GIO Box Enterprise offers many advantages for organizations in terms of data storage and management system. We 
understand that nowadays, more organizations require data storage and management system to ensure that their 
data are secured with easy access and friendly interface. GIO Box Enterprise is hoped to be the best solution for 
organizations’ data storage and management system, and just like other services that we offer to the market, GIO Box 
Enterprise is available at affordable price, so organizations can still focus on their operations without having to worry 
about IT expenses for data management system”, said Andre Jenie, VP Sales Biznet GIO Cloud. 
 
In terms of operation system, GIO Box Enterprise offers Android and iOS mobile clients as well as Windows, Mac and 
Linux desktop sync clients. The Mobile client can automatically upload pictures and videos you take and synchronize 
with selected files and folders. GIO Box Enterprise also features Calendar and Contacts apps to store, sync and share. 
Users can effortlessly share calendar with other GIO Box Enterprise users or groups on your GIO Box Enterprise 
server. Store contacts in GIO Box Enterprise and share them among other devices so users will always have access 
to the contact information of friends, family, and colleagues. 
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The Activity feed and Notifications keeps users updated on what is happening with their data. GIO Box Enterprise 
features an activity feed. See who shared a file or when it was created, changed or deleted files, commented or added 
a tag. Access the feed via RSS, the web interface, or Desktop or Mobile clients. Notifications pop up in the web 
interface and on the clients when new files are shared or a calendar invite came in. Moreover, users can also enjoy 
Versioning and Undelete feature, so that previous files that users have modified are retained and can be brought back. 
Deleted files can be recovered from the trash folder. 
 
Here are other features offered by GIO Box Enterprise: 

- Fine-grained control over access to data and sharing capabilities by user and by group 
- Sharing REST API, control sharing from mobile apps and desktop clients 
- Advanced quota management with configurable accounting of external storage 
- Easy development of 3rd party apps with the share REST API. Quick access to core functions for apps 

development with the powerful GioBox Enterprise App API and webbooks, following the publication / 
subscription model 

- Custom domain name and SSL certificate 
- No limitations and users can inspect, integrate, extend and modify GIO Box Enterprise however they want 
- Anti virus auto scan when users upload files 
- Easy user interface with search, favorites, tags and other ways to quickly find 
- File editing and preview support for PDF, images, text files, Open Document, Word files and more 
- LDAP / Active Directory Integration 
- Powerful integrated logging 

 
For more information about GIO Box Enterprise and other GIO Cloud services, as well as coverage area please visit 
Biznet GIO Cloud website at www.biznetgiocloud.com. 
 
---- 
 
About Biznet 
Biznet is a company that focuses on telecommunication and multimedia business, with a commitment to build modern 
infrastructure to reduce Indonesia’s digital gap with other developed countries. Biznet Networks owns and operates 
the most advance fiber optic network and data center in Indonesia. For more information about the company and 
services, please visit www.biznetnetworks.com.  
 
About Internet Initiative Japan (IIJ)  
Founded in 1992, Internet Initiative Japan Inc. (IIJ, NASDAQ: IIJI, Tokyo Stock Exchange TSE1: 3774) is one of the 
most complete and renowned internet access and network solutions provider in Japan. IIJ and its corporate group 
provide network solutions that serve high-end corporate customers. IIJ services include high- quality systems 
integration, cloud computing, data center, security, mobile and internet access. In addition, IIJ has built one of the 
biggest Internet backbone in Japan that is connected with the United States, the United Kingdom and Asia. IIJ was 
listed on NASDAQ in 1999 and in the first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange in 2006. For more information 
regarding IIJ, please visit the IIJ website at http://www.iij.ad.jp/en.  
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